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It is my distinguished previlege to soeak today on 

behalf of the Special Committee and on my own behalf on the 

role of transnational corporations in South Africa and Namihia.  

First of all I would like to exnress our sincere annreciation 

to the American Committee on Africa, United Nations Council 

for Namibia and SWAPO for organizing this imoortant Seminar.  

Moreover we would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

the specialists and activitists particioating here for their 

trojan efforts in striving to aid the onoressed and represed 

peoples of South Africa and Namibia.  

The purpose of this Seminar is, of course, to raise 

the question and to stimulate greater awareness in the home 

countries of the role of the transnational coroorations 

operating in South Africa and Namibia. It 

is our sincere belief that both the decision-makers and 

the general public in the home countries should be made more 

aware of the activities of their transnational corporations who 

are the principal investors in South Africa and 

of the political, economic, social, military and cultural 

implications resulting from their collaboration with the 

South African government.  

We hone that these efforts will result in increased 

aid and support for the combined struggles of both the 

South African and Namibian people.
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It is a saddening paradox that while the agenda 

of the UN has been filled with issues arising out of the 

actions of the South African regime, the regime's foreian 

trade and foreign investment has substantially increased.  

Concurrent with the ever-increasing criminal acts against the 
Namibia 

majority populations of South Africa and / ,South African 

foreign trade increased from less than R 2 billion in the 

early 1960s to R 34 billion in 1980 and total foreign 

investment increased during the same period from R 3 billion 

to R 30 billion.  

Over the past years the Special Committee has been 

engaged in publishing reports to highlight the consequences 

of the transnational corporations activities in South 

Africa. Special emphasis was placed on such activities as 

those involved in the assistance to the military and police 

establishments, in supplying oil and oil products, in pro

motingand providing loans and in assisting the racist 

regime in its plans to withstand sanctions.  

A particularly revealing report on Transnational 

Corporations with Major Investnents in South Africa (A/AC.115/ 

L.574), was published on 3 September 1982. It is the hope 

of the Committee that this Report would facilitate inter

national action for the discouraaement and the discontinuance 

of such collaboration by transnational coroorations.  

The report gives a representative cross-section of 

47 companies which have significant investments in South
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Africa and were chosen because of their strategic importance 

to the economic viability of the apartheid state. Such 

companies include those engaged in the industries of bankina, 

oil, computers and electronics, transportation, steel, 

chemicals and mining. Also, a number of enterprises have 

broadly diversified activities and their involvement too is 

strategic. While it is by no means a comprehensive docunen

tation of foreign corporate involvement in South Africa and 

Namibia, it should be viewed as part of an ongoing research 

effort into transnational corporate investment in South Africa.  

The consequences of such activities and investments 

in South Africa are a blatant affront to the international 

community. For years the General Assembly of the United 

Nations has adopted resolutions by overwhelming majorities 

requesting Member States to cease all such trade and invest

ment with the apartheid regime. Yet some western states, 

as well as Israel and Taiwan,have persisted with these 

activities. Certain transnational corporations, because of 

apartheid gold and because of the repressed and nersecuted cheap 

black labour, poured billions of dollars into South Africa 

and Namibia. As a result the regime, heartened and 

strengthened by these investments, continued with its 

criminal acts against the majority of South Africans, and 

Namibians repressing and persecuting them, and committing 

aggressions against the frontline African States.  

Furthermore, while certain Western States are 

strengthening their collaboration with the apartheid reqime,
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the South African Defence Force (SADF) continues with its 

indiscriminate aggression in Angola, using napalm bombs, 

causing wanton killings among the civilians, particularly 

in hospitals and schools, destroying the infrastructure, 

thus causing billions of dollars of damage and displacina 

over 1600O0 people in 1981 alone. It has also escalated its 

wanton campaign of terror against the heroic Namibian 

freedom fighters. -; 

A recent disappointing set-back for our objectives 

is the decision taken by the International Monetary Fund 

to grant a large amount of credit to the racist South 

African Regime. Indeed that ItF decision, in defiance 

of an urgent General Assembly appeal, is an outrage. So 

too is the discouraging practice by some governments and 

institutions in providing loans to prop up the apartheid 

regime whenever it encounters economic difficulties such 

as the current balance of payment problems. Such assistance 

was provided after the Sharpeville massacre of 1960 the 

Soweto massacre of 1976 and now while the racist regime 

is feverishly expanding its military and nuclear plans and 

pursuing its crimes against the resistance of the oppressed 

people.  

It is therefore our belief that those who have acted 

to bolster the regime against its difficulties, cannot 

escape responsibility for acting against the qrorinq mobi

lization of the South African people and the international
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anti-apartheid opinion.  

Thus we are now faced with the perennial question 

of what we can do to redress this critical situation.  

The majority of the international community firmly believes 

that the imposition of comprehensive and mandatory sanctions 

against South Africa is the only means of achieving our common 

objectives. We are encouraged by the action of some legis

lators in North-America and Western Europe who, having 

been educated,especially by specialists and activitists 

among us here, are passing bills to discourage and termi

nate investment in South Africa. Although most of these 

efforts are far from satisfactory, their importance lies 

in the fact that they are paving the way for comprehensive 

and mandatory sanctions against the regime.  

In conclusion therefore, as the Special Committee 

has stressed, it-is time to choose unequivocally between 

apartheid and freedom, between a racist regime and the rest 

of the world. It has also stated that mere rhetoric exnressing 

abhorrence of apartheid is meaningless when combined with 

massive assistance to the apartheid regime.  

For its part, the Special Committee will continue to 

urge public opinion in the countries concerned to weigh 

the moral and practical consequences of financial assistance 

to the Pretoria regime. Moreover it will continue to aDeal 

to all governments and organizations not only to denounce 

the present credit by the I*4F and the recent upsurge of 

loans by Western financial institutions, but to increase 

their moral, political and material support to the national
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liberation movement of South Africa.  

Finally, I trust that this Seminar will comrrehensive

ly explor ways and means to effectively achieve our mutual 

objectives and that it will thus greatly, contribute to 

the international campaign to cease all loans to an, 

investments in South Africa and expeditiously implement 

the process of disinvestment.


